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Four Chicano bilingual children were videotXaped in a home setting perform-
ing delivery of three. types ofnarraties over a three year period-. Cpildren
were enrolled in'.a second- through fourth -grade bilingual prog4am over the.
three year period of observation. Two male and two female children were
observed. The present project conducted during the last year of observation
Summarized changes in children's English and Spanish narrative perfOrmance
across all three years of data collection. Special attention was given to
oral reading of storybooks in Spanish and English in a homesetting. Children
performance was analyzed in terms of communicative strategies used in oral
reading; attention was also given to errors or miscues in chldren's reading.

The study was condUcted from a field work perspective resembling ethnogra-
phy. Children's narrative performance was contextcalized in terms of the
characteristics of children's community, family, and school life. Videotape&
data of childrten's classroom interaction were also examined. One of the
bilingual teachers of the children and the head.of the children's bilingual
program assisted in int4rpretation of the data and in drawing out implications
for data regarding the classroom adjustment of the dhildren.-

.

The results of data interpretation showed that changes in childrdn's
Spanish and English narr -e skill were influenced by changed in their
proficiency in Spanish lisp and by their home, community and school
adjustment. Over e c of the sturdy, all four children displayed loss

\zlf skills in Span and an increase of skills in English as evidenced by
analysis of their narrative performance. During the first two years of
observation, performance in,Spanish-in some cases was more fluent and accurate
,than performance in English. Three of the four'children in the first and
second grade clearly were* :aided by their bilingual program. It Permitted
them to exercise language stalls in their more familiar language in activities

That helped teach them about literacy; this exposure acted as a foundation

for their future academic growth. Loss of skills in Spanish seemed,to occur
because the second and third grade bilingual program deemphasfte the use of

Spanish. While all children showed growth im,the narrative skil a in English
over the three year course of observation, there was evidence that two children
were beginning-to fall noticeably behind in their class standing as reflected
jby their CAT scores and by reports from their teachers. The other two remaining
children displayed an opposite pattern of school adjustment.

The activities of the present project led to development of a schema
theory analysis atc_how children internalize cognitive models of their literacy

performance and its connections to their self-identity. This theory was
useful in accqunting for differences in children's narrative performance and

also in analyzing the implications of these performances for children's
_ongoing school and personal adjustment.
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The research on Chicano children's discoUrse behavior des bed in this

_
paper stems from an ongoing project supported by ETS ano

4
NIB.

1
The work has

involved collecting naturalistic discourse data in Spanishand English from

four 7 to10 year old Chicano children as the interact with teachers and

other students at school, and With parents and other children at home. In

this work our research team is interested in, studying how bilingual children's

knowledge of a social speech situation -d a speech activity affects the way

they communicate,- particularly, how the deploy various strategies" to sustain

Interaction with others. We want our descriptive ccountnand analyses of

speech behavior tb capture evidence of how children understand the-demands and

constraints of interaction and how they accommodate their speech and accom=
.

Pa ying behavior in a Way that io revealing of their communicative compete ce.

We believe that one important key to.o_ur understanding of children's era

behavior is sensitivity to the range and character of diffeient kinds

'knowledge-that children might biing to bear in

and communication with others and how this k=_

_teol of.their interaction

age is used tOlguide speech

-d interaction an .cottrik participants perceive it. In effect we,are suggesting

that an enhanced understanding of the nature of communicative competence is

enabled by looking at'eow children's knowledge about how to communicate stems

from both sociocultural and cognitive sources.- By suggesting a more cognitive

orientation to the study of communicative competence (without diminish__ he



fundamental improvisational nature of social communication and social structure).
, -

we may be capable of better understanding how it is that individual children

learn tolise langua in the early school years and. how their style of cc

cation grows; develops and is accommodated to the learni: and literacy contexts

faced in school. In this regard, elementary school children's oral reading of

stories, for example, a
esents a significant communicative activity which

a precursor to exterAJ .iteracy development: Inithe oral Atory- eading,-
.

-

contexts we are studying, children are reqiated to understand the i vfdual

words and sentences in.a story as they reed them and as they cohere as a

narrative. They are further required to "tell a story" as theyx_ead it. this

"telling of a'story" as it is read build on children's knowledge of what

stories are like, given their genre. It also builds on knowledge that chilogen

have about sociocultural:conventions in story telling and-on knowledge about

the sociocultural characteristics:of the audience toward which they arre directing,
-

their oral reading. An additional, but very basic and necessary kind of knowledge

concerns how to improvise an activity of "story telling" as it fits within the

everyday, unpredictable exigencies which underlie any real discourse context.

In particular,partiCular children's knowledge ofwhatvsocial structures are possible within

a diedourse setting and what= the proxemic and social characteristics of a

contextare like as its evolves, affects the way'they proceed in a task such as

an oral reading ca a story. Thus, the overall activity of oral story-reading

is zcmplicatedfin terms of the knowledge forms requiredto accomplish the

activity. Since oral read of stories assumes-a social context and social

contract for communication,the accompan ling speech and paralinguistic signals

114._

setve to signal many different forms of information required to establish and



conduct oral reading as asocial, dctivi.t

_ co unica n activity.

r n Work', it-will be,:useful to mention a few previous'.describ

tnr, of minority or H s nid childrOW's discoOrse which have guided our

4forts. Also 'wewillA .be mentioning some recent work by cognitive scientists

an., sociolinguists which has introduced the notion "scriptsn'tojAscqbe

,nowledge srubtukes that hypothetically underlie peoples' ability torecog zdr

social contexts and to Use language in reeurrent social contXts.

present

is our

intention that Children's acting-out of scripts, plots or plans for

speaking in scrotal contexts that have a cognizable order and structure, show

that children rely in a strategic fashion on their linguistic and sociolinguistic

repertoires when enactingla speech activity. In'Nour work on Chicano, children's

A
narrative; delivery we will point out some ways in which these connections can

be made.

Some Relevant Research

By now a fairly -_,):.stantial number of research studies in the et -ography

of communication.ón minority and other children's communicative competence
N

have documented the common-sense expectation that. children's skill in coMmunicat

is dramatically affec adi by the participant structure, the setting- and the

nature of speech events. Here, we will just mention three studies which are

relevant to out own work rather 'tan overview this k

Perhaps the best known ethnographic study of cultural :influences on ethnic

minority children's discourse behavior was done by Philips (1972). She found

6

n
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that Native - American children fr

central Oregon were reluctant to answer their teachers' questions publicly

the iftem,Springs Indian rbservation in

in the claSsroom but these same children were found to interact actively
W".

with others in group classroom activities. Philips' research on the comMbnica-

tion structure and patter 'of. children outside the classroom revealed that

, the ptive-Ame ican children in question have norms for communication 4hich'

make public question-answering inappropriate based on a norms question-,

answering learned in home and community settings. In addition, it was found

that NativeAmerican children preferred to interact With other children rather

than with adults, who imposed their -n rules, frules. for, co unication.

Philips developed the notion of par icipant.structure to refer to the w

teachers organized verbal interaction with students. The term "participant
k

structure" has since come to refer more generally to the ways of speaking and

t acting d among interlocutors in a setting and spbech 'activity:

4

The importance of participant structure in ethnic minority-children's

successful conduct of eading'tasks is'high ghted in the research, of Au (198

on the effectiveness of KEEP (Kamehameha Early Education Program) in Hawaii. In

this program, first through third grade 'children of native Hawaiian descent are
. -

taught reading i

significant part

ing, children to break into the stream "of conversation about 'a storybook when the'

all groups of 4 -6 children seated around a teacher. -A

f each reading lesson involves the teacher allowing and encourag-

ti

have Something to contributd to-what theqult or another child is saying.

Anthropological and linguistic research on native Hawaiian cultural pract c

suggests that informal group interaction in reading lessons

successful for children with Hawaiian backgrounds becaU

is educationally

resembles the



cultural storytelling practipes-ofliawaiia6,edults. While the structure of KEEP
, .

reading lessons, andithe reading curriculum,.aa_a whole, is much more complicated

than described above, there is substantialevidepce that the KEEP children are

ore' willing participants and effective learnersin reading lessons because they

can draw on their own cultural and social resources for communication.

The research of,Au (1980) is significant to our own research in that
.

suggests that there are distinguishable patterns of social participation in

'enactment of oral reading. In the resulting joint4patterns of participation,

KEEP:children assume distinguishable functions and roles in contributing to a

story. In a'sense, ths sch activity of a reading lesson is orchestrated
Ifw

aioun&gocially shared patterns of participation which occur improvisetpnally

and which tend to be distributed differently according to the -major parts

of a reading lesson activity.

The effect of participant structure on Hispanic children's discourse

behavior with school related tasks is.highlighted in the ethnographic work of

Carrasco, 'Vera and Cazden (1981). These .researchers found that a second grade

bilingual child, Veronica; exhibited a dramatic difference in fluency in

describing knowledge of a language-arts spelling task when she answerer glYestiond

it the lesson put to her by her teacher as opposed to when she engaged in

=r- tutoring sequence with-a:male Chicano student. When interrogated by.

the teacher, Veronica elaborated very little about the purpose and nature of

the spelling task; furthermore, her response in English were ungrammatical,

leading the teacher to infer that Verica was unskilled as a speaker as well

as uninforMed eboUt ,the lesson.
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In contrast, in the peer-tutoring sequence, Veronica wis found to be

highly fluent in teaching the language -arts spellipg task in question to another'

student. In this sequence, Veronica displayed a thorough knowledge of the task'

she Was teaching, and knowledge of how to maintain the role of teacher when

distractions intervened. Her communicative effectiveness was marked particularly

by her use and timing of=directives, such as requests tospell a word and to

pronounce it in English. Her use of directives was also accompanied by

paralinguistic cues involving stress' and intone n which helped strengthen

the force of her commands when they were nOt initially obeyed. In addition

Veronica's tone or key _of discourse delivery pisplayed elements;which could

only be recognized by a child from a similar Sispanic background. This was

exemplified on one occasion when Veronica, gently chided her tutee for being

dumb" or mentally slow Using an idiomatic expression in Spanish. She delivered

the expression with appropriate-stress and intonation, emulating an adult's

gentle and affectionate chiding of a child.

.The-three example of ethnographic research Which we have cited, suggest

to us that the display of children's sociolinguistic repertoire's is intimately

linked with the participant-structure of a communicative activity. We believe

that central to children's control and improvrbational use-of their linguistic,

and sociolinguistia repertoire's is their knowledge of the activity types

within which language is-used; coupled with their knowledge of how to draw

effectively on their ,peaking .ability as activities evolve and shift.

Recent research in coghitive science and sociolinguistics suggests some

ways in which we might describe knowledge of activities and participant structu

fro a psychological viewpoint.
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Freedle arid Duran (1979), Nelson and Gruendel (1979)-, and Corsaro (in

press) have suggested that children's knowledge of activities which

speech occurs might be represented by knowledge structures activated from

memory which we term "scripts.
.2

A script represents knowledge of a network

of possible major subactions or "scenes" which make up a larger culturally

salient activity such as reading from a story bk, participating in a birthday

party, etc. Scripts-identify culturally named ways of acting in situations

that are salient in and of themselves as recurrent activities within a socio-

cultural setting and community. Apart from the scenes or major subactions

whicha script specifies, there are other components of a script which

descr-ibe: the roles and relationships of people within scenes; the environmental

objects that are relevant as "props" within scenes; the "track" or specific

version of a script--as, for example, child versus adult birthday party;

the conditions in the social or personal world which signal the start of a

script; and the social or personal conditions which signal the ending of

closing of a script. Freedle and Duran (1979), Nelson and Gruendel (1979), and

Corsaro- - press) also suggest that scripts, as knowledge structures, may

contain information about how communicative interchanges occur among script

ciTants. Knowledge about how communication occurs in a script refers to

ocioiinguistic reperto4re that is expected of participants in a script.

Thus, in the.oral-reading of d, story there is a general assumption, in our

U.S. classroom culture, that a reader has the floor and will read a story

directed towards an audience that consists of Either children who are passive

listeners. Listeners are expect to evidence signs of attending and listening

to the story reader, yet the teacher is free to interrupt or change the course

of a chil+is reading.



The notion of a script as a knowledge structure reflecting people's

understanding of activities is not adequate, in and of itself, to fully
4

explain how people actually interact in any setting. Sociolinguists such a

Gumperz.(1981), Erickson and Shultz (1980), Ben t,(1980), Gumperz and Tannen

(1978), and Erikson (1980Y have pointed out that oral communication in a setting

has an intrinsic improvisational quality which cannot be reduced to a p e plan

of how tosay what, when. The immediate characteristics of speech in a setting

are the result of locally neg _ ted relationships among speakers, and exigencies

that arise as communication proceeds can dramatically affect ongoing discourse.

Nonetheless, within the confines of an activity such as oral story-reading we'

Ikma
would expect a story reader to behave as if he or she had a "sense of story

reading" in an activity that would make some strategies of dihcourses more likely

than others. In

able to display a "sense of story" to others in an oral reading activity at

-k on Chicano children's discourse, we ask how a child

home. We here'borro the term "sense of story" from a recent paper on this

topic by Cook-Gumperz and Green (1981). In our concern with a "sense of story

reading" in addition to a sense of story content, we are interested in the story

reader's projection and control of the social role of story reader as well as

story delivery inte f the accuracy of oral performance vis-a-vis the text

being read. In looking closely at repeated oral iory-reading performance by the

same child, we hope to learn how to describe an individual child's sociolinguistic

repertoire in t_ edundancies or systematic'differences that tend to occur

across different story reading occasions. Our belief i that children mentally

store and subsequently rely on strategies for-Communicating in particular ways.

that fit their identification of an activity and audience for which such strategies
t.

are useful._



In'our videotaped data and' accompanying observational field notes o

' Chicano children oral reading we are presently, focusing on identificatioh

of-strategies of two general sorts. The first general strategy concerns how

childred organie and Opordinate.the.s dial act of story reading by manipulating

the perspective or

ISbrsPeCt aive ids audiende.:perception of e story's conteAt. Yee have

adapted our own notion of perspective from theore dal Work/ in discourse

.

nt-of-View of _their speech; and how this strategid'upe-

an s by Bennett: (1981) and Fillmore (1974). In examining the perspectives

_ projected in children's_ oral reading we are attending to feat6res such as the

. following:

o reading an omniscient perspective assumed in

the text of "a narrative.

o embellishing a story by introducing information

not stated in he story text.

o quoting story characters, evidenced by emulation

of a character's intonation and prosody.

o .interrupting the reading of a story to 'bequest

reading help from the audience,
fi

o stepping outside of the role of text eadek to

help an audience-in its understanding of a story,

in'the display of a story picture..

stepping outside of the role of story narrator

manage ah audience by, for example, requesting

attentive behavior

;;,
A F

The foregoing perspectives are merely,exeMplary. Other strategic ways of

to

tory reading or story content to:an audience are conceivable.

12



ange.of perspectives-evidenced-by -chi ren over

dated ocaasions'of oral story- reading. -".The central point of our approach

_o pqrspettiv4-and perspective shifts-elm that we canAidentIfy,molar units-of_
tve

) , child-Onacts4latts

Y. ding,t6 theperdpective that child ains and
. .

. .

-

as-4-mA= ahe'erea -e molar units arise_and shift provisat ionally as a
:- ,

a story=reaaing script, with certain perspec ives and

perspective shifts re likely to occur in certain parts story-reading

SCript'accommodated=to an occasion -of story reastory

goa s s tri lOp a prrr le, ofredUrriieiSiidpectiv

present research

individua- l children show in "differ parts of a sto reed.jng activity.

can thus appreciate the strategic us of perspective by children in lmences
=

s tna

their communicative effectiveness as story - readers

The seCOnd,general set of speech strategies we are investigating are

ntektualization 'dues" by'Gumperz (1977 ). Contextualimation

-trategies refer to a speakeF's manipulation of intonation, prosody, stress

and gesture in. speech der -t_ assist listener's- reception

message and its nuances..

rf

-Based -in -part on previouc research on-narrativ

intended

delivery -by children

(Gurnperz & Kaitman, 19801 Collins & Michaels-:.1900; and
.1,= 11

in'press a and d-b) We expect that .control. of intonation, prosody,
...."

gesture during the reading, of stories should be usad,to,emphas.

poihts of informat nAn a.storD by contra ts'between omniscient Story

ortant

narration

'and quotes -from story characters het_ cal questions-asked of an audience

-0aboht a-storY as it is-being read; and d), prompting.-of story-audience'mpbers

to-describe the pictures tnataccomp_ y a story. Note that the execution of-
' b.

Strategies involving Manipulation of audience:perspective by an oral o re de



_

= discussed earlier, -creates__- strategies involving ,_

dontextualization cues are lik

attend.to a new form-qf message.

4

ilized to enable the audience to

. _

The.following,are examples from our-_data'ok,ohildren's r r re,adi-ng

----arming use of: perspective: and -. use ofs_aoptextualizaiion cues. The
=

below cakes from a eix ar-old child, reading from the omniscient perspective

and subsequently shifting- to an appeal for help from- an audience i reading
..-

This is George. Re lived-with his friend the man with the yelloW hat.

d -was a good

how do we. CURIOS0?--

In this example -the- =chi=ld --begins ::_read of the story in a- s _raigh

forward fashion, reflecting the omniscient perspective of the authot, The
-

underlined portions in the latter part of the example mark points at which

the child's' speech_ deviated from the stybook text, either With regard to

rds uttered or pronunciatcon of those words. The word ''CURIOSO" =is capitalized,

to ,stress its oecurrence .in Spanish as opposed to English. The latter portions

of the foregoing-example illustrate one manner In which a child may appeal for

help4in.- oral reading. Tie child here demonstrates knowledge of- What is being

read although utilizing a language syStem--Spanish--which is different from

the language `of the text. The example also demonstrates .how a_ child's perception

of an informal participant structure occurring a home setting may allow him

or her to request direct help from others to accomplish a _reading activity.

In our Observations of oral story-reading 1.1 classrooms settings we find that- a-

=

child's deviation f om a, text is -more often -viewed as inappropriate than as

part y for learning h
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The following discussion examinemchildren'S'control-of-orallreadifig
_ - ,

. -_, .

wperspective as it co-occurs with the use of dontextu imation cues. This
.

-exaompae of a dix year old female quoting a story cfiaracter sbows eVidence
_

control of utresB and intotiatibn-,-Conformingto dbahges=ifiLthe-point'of-

_View of the language the 'story text.

heelaMe-x. mountaih climber.%

Say- e --little- bunny

a cracurs in a hidden garden

.
["Cracurs" a mispronunciation of "crocue]

In delivery of the utterances "If you become a mountain climber, " sand would

a cracurs in a hidden garden," the child used a noticeably-higher pitch of

speech than in delivery of the utterance "say the little bunny." Furthermore,

the range of intonational shifts within the two utterances of the_quoted

speech mentioned -hove was rich_er, more melodic and accentuated -like that -of

animated _speech in a conversation in process- -than was the-case for delivery ,

of the utterance "say the-little bunny"' whiph was delivered with a lower
= -

pitch and less variant intonation. Shifts in the intonational p tch during

eliding are suggested by shift up or down in the wavy line drawn beneath the

child's- utterances. Suddemincrease in pitch in the-quoted 7peedh coincided

with,stressed words junderlinedy, the latter followed by aATistinguiahable

pause before continuation. This example the child in question



- -

wfif; Ds Pktils of: recognizi g ashift bin, the point-of-view 'Projected in- a narratiVe's:

.

text, and. using contextual tation strategies to communicate thin shift in
.

, -

perspective an
_ -

Bare -14 an example of a chIld stepping --outaide.'Of-' the te zreader- role: to

help:an-audience appriti ate -a-story:

. .: .if-.you become a sail Or boat-and sai.-.. -sail aVay'from me.:
- _

want you to go. . -. .This is the picture. . .

.

1 _
,

-

---.The-utterance -the-picturew--which -was-not-in-the -text-was -accompanf
.

by a chango to a flattened intonation,,eith a lower pitch and tonal range than

the preceding utterances, and also by the physical act of turning the book's
_ .

picture toward the audience for display..

Finally, here is an example of hc6 a young reader in a story setting

w -

.
might step out.-Of the storyreader role tto manage anau Lance,:

.No; Pati, I was reading
. (

This cotment was uttered.by -the reader when her younger sister attempted to

take away the story book. The 'utter ande was made- in a forceful fashion, with

more amplitude and stress in delivery than was used in the reading of text.

pur,observations of Childreresoral,reading behavior at hope and -school,.
p

and evidence of the Sort we have just cited, lead us to believe- that the .

e .

children are following general plans or scripts for how, to go about reading to

an-audience (Duran & Guerra, 1981). These plans or scripts aie not strict

ones; rather, they are marked by a set of intentions or rplots"-to borrow a

term from Fred Erickson--which guide oral reading 'in a given participant

structure. In oral reading as a referential and social activity in U.S. main-



--

st ream vulturs-te_re n a gene ra l_agenda of business
-
at h ntgred on

reading

enactment- of a sequence f scenes fr a reading script which are expected to

occur in a fixed eginning a story, reading the- body of a story,

and ending_ a story activity. Within each major scene of a reading script,

there are btoth.-exnectations of what is Ingmoosed to -occur-.-e.g., Sequentially

aloud story pages to signal the structure and direction of-a ktp6q

----turaing-atchrybook pages, etc.and -also-op-utions-in -a story= readeria_bahavior__-_
Pa

.'.applro.rrate to -aw.aadien-ce and social setting which. accompany _expected ,be
ik t .

--with i n -ora-l-readi ng -scines--;-- These: oiitions ate -appropriate behavidrs for -story
. _,,i

-

reading, b are not necds lY an immutable part rqk a' stiory reading script

for -.4 urthermore; options may be idiosyndratic to individual children.

An example of how options in story reading occur appears,--as cited earlier,
. . ,

in our obtervation. of One child's strategy Of turning -storybook pliptures

toward an -audience accompanied by a request, that the audience look at the

_picture and its contents. -The :shift- in perspective :which this Story reader
d

exercised was marked by comments such as "look atc-the pretty picture:A often
.

of a formulaic character, with use of a characteristic intonation- and prosody

appropriate to utterance of the formula in a story reading setting. ,

In ,our observationsof children we have -found that individual-children'
-ii

t -..

seem to exercise some --- regularity of style in Oral reading and performance of

an oral -reading scriOt. We have detected the existence of these styles by

repeatedly observing children read a number of story book texts in a home

setting and also, to some extent, in a school setting. We have noted that we

c- 1, isolate certain "habitsA of communication which children follow in terms

of characteristic Shifts in perspectiv, in.oral.reading and in an accompanying



_
utilization of f--- _ty-ves:of _con xtualizatiOn cues. u ervations_

-show that, across children, ptilizati of perspective strategies in oral

reading related both t the-Children'spersOnalitteu:and to the

f3.uenoy in Spanish or English, as the medium of _communication, as well- as to

the characteristics of settings _d-texts4: At present _we _hypothesize that
_

children,- ttieir cognitive realization a participant structure and script
. -

for oral -reading, also male sa subconscious 'dec ions-about h they project

-aspects- of their, own personalities-in theact,of oral reading. Fp" example,

-

__tenct_tc.,find:_that_female__ 1__readers_iely__mdre___on_certein_shifts

cperspective and certain gender- conte*tualizatien cues than ma e- oral

In passing, individual differences aside, it 'essential` to point out

that-children's knowledge of en oral reading script for a genre such as

stories, is by no means. invariant either across cultures or even - 'within-

different social groups..and- settings /within the same culture. These caveats

evaluating the generality of findings f york such as ours are brought out-
-.--_-

well in the research of Hcollon and, Scolion. (in press, a and b) on contrasts

between_ Alaskan Athabascan's percptions of the organization of story struct

versus mainstream U.S. person's perceptions' of story structure and story

t
delivery. In addition the ethnographic work of-Brice-Heath (in press and 1900)

_ ---.- -

e meaning nd func on of literacy events is both a community an

in the black TraCkton

t

rtrite Piedmont communities in-Carolina demonstrates

. ,_ A'

extended, socioculturally determined phenomena that cannot be interpreted _

simply from stereotypes for literacy events held in the mind of a highly

literate mainstream cultural group. In our own- research, issues regarding



_

- - _
=

-=
_ ..,t,._

.!-- j Si Ty1 -'`--,- 1',----- -t- '- '
Sociocultural? and -= coientnitt- origin of discourse str at susedby children in

- --1__
_ ,L-,---- ---=7-_-_

oral reading _ in-err area for -bur,: further in'veetigation..,-. I- _ yr we----must-
..

admit that a ler interpretation of our findings on children's:: course
- . --- -

. ,

strategiesvwould require a deeper and more ve analysis of-literacy in
_

our -.Chilbrere is community- than we havk resouré8to allocate in our work .
. .

nopetheIess-to-the extent possible we are conducting an informal survey of

.4-- -- -
_

papent11k-and Children's home, community and school literacy iiractices.- -

-

The pins for-palot research we_have described here are- longitudinal in

nature. At have, collected'yideci And audio -taped samples o fidux

ifchildren-,engegedin-matched.narratiVe:tiskb in each oFEosuccessiv years,_

and we are' exilending cur.observations -into the comm n ear, when our children: -

will enter a b th grade classrqom.. . We have included reports of

second- gre4e'children'e discourse only in this paper.

By studying our longitudinal collection of disCoOse, -accbmisanying field

notes, and field notes on 'Children's home and school social life, we expect to

'

be able to generate case histories describing changes-In

behavior -across three years, commencing with the' second grade :and_ endingi in the

_

fourth grade of school g Following this strategy, we hope to-I-eV More, conctetely'--
-

reading--

how children's dual language -background and communicative_strategie8 iteract
. _

and are evidenced in .development of their re ingoliteracy -skills. A longitudinal
7

course_ of -study seems -cr6i-cal since-the. story texts which children encounter

across school years will differ in their str

story information. ihus, some of the cha e

chtldren's cognitive-linguistic development

they encounter all-different age %levels.

_re and manner Of presenting

we expect to observe ,are due to

and also due to the text materials

I
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